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Dominic Eichler: When I first saw your suite of paintings for your exhibition at Efremidis, 
I was struck by the depictions of children in inexpensive Halloween costume, some who 
look like they are hollering. They created ambivalence in me, even some discomfort, 
much like when I see parents over-share images of the autonomous beings they are 
entrusted to nurture. Who are these children? Why and how did you paint them?

Tom Holmes: Yeah, ya just can’t make a portrait without the portent stickiness of selfies. 
Kids are so often the surrogate selfie for a performative parenting on social media. 
There’ve been no shortage of bat-shit libertarian myths floated in the last few years. 
Markedly, in a wave of populist histrionics, we’ve seen crunchy moms unexpectedly 
aligned with the far right & get quite loud touting irrational conspiracies. My favorite, 
Pizzagate, where a conspiratorial Deep-state is alleged to be running a paedophilia 
ring out of a DC pizza joint. So perhaps I began with the simple idea that kids might 
make a potent metaphor because whining “What about the children” was so often being 
amped to justify a neurotic Mama-bear’s fear, lack of control, alienation. There was also 
a palpable sense of self-censorship. I could hear those internalized restrictive voices 
saying “What’s that Kween doing picturing children? Who’s that white boy think he is 
depicting an ethnic other?” (Did my internalized voice just mis-gender me? – the nerve.) 
So I chose to lean into the subject precisely because it all felt a bit unmentionable. That 
long-standing common myth that the homosexual is a threat to children I find particularly 
irksome. It’s worth noting that these images of children are complete inventions, fiction. 
They aren’t painted from life or even a photo of a real kid. Of course, all the works were 
completed before Lensa AI came out, but I’ve really put up no resistance to that sort of 
rubbery uncanny Pop aesthetic. By the nature of their construction, the works can’t be 
called realist, although I’m banking on their empathic potential – that the human is most 
interested in, concerned with, other humans.

DE: Your work also got me thinking about the art history, possibly because of the style 
and the use of oil paints and raw linen canvas. For a millennium, childhood in painting 
meant the infant Jesus, cheeky cherubs and the dressed-up prodigy of rulers and 
elites. Some impressionists loved middle-class children and children with their mothers, 
though I can’t recall one depicting a caring patriarch off hand. In photography from 
the 19th century on, we have documents of children at work, poverty-stricken, sick in 
bed. But if we stay with painting, it seems like children rarely feature in the canon 20th 
century modern art. This seems to be true even if the idea of drawing like a child was a 
popular dictum for the Avantgarde. (Of course, there are exceptions, in Social Realism 
for example and Picasso springs to mind.) I am conscious too that mid-century Feminists 
were acutely aware of this blind spot. Do you think it is because, as I read somewhere, 
that children are difficult to paint because they won’t sit still, or is there cultural politics at 
work? Or is it about the art market – because pictures of other people’s children aren’t 
considered good sellers?
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TH: The works in this show are as much images of light as they are their primary 
subject, but what is there to really say about paint application? I’m happy to divulge what 
postcards, books, were laying around while I made the work. I’ve been looking, in the last 
couple years, at a great deal of Symbolists’s work. There is often a decided quietude, 
introspective, gauzy aspect in works like Odilon Redon’s portraits and still lives. Félicien 
Rops can be so loopy and seductive. Some later characters like Morris Graves, Anton 
Kolig were also on my mind. Some odd ball paintings like Friedrich von Amerling’s 
portrait Emperor Franz I (1832), loomed large. There’s a nod to the Bildungsroman and 
a very German cult of self-discovery. And Oh, George Minne’s Kneeling Youth (1898) is 
a raison d’être. I mean, I’ve painted three screaming children dressed up as the Fates/
Valkyries among plastic still lives, so it might not be at all obvious I was drawing from 
such hushed ‘ol art work examples. A show of mine back in 2019 included a number of 
painted images of the makeshift memorials left at the site of schools shootings. It wasn’t 
a Victorian morbidity, or Social Realism that I was after so much as the disconnect in 
civic depictions of grief. That oddly infantilizing sentiment that assumes some disruptive 
force in the natural order of things – the child taken before its time.

DE: I saw that many of your earlier works use found objects in sculptural assemblages? 
What changed in your thinking and why?

TH: Oh Christ, nothing so cowardly as stylistic monotony. Does the work look so different? 
I contain multitudes! I’ve been such a reluctant painter. I just started oil painting a few years 
ago. Turns out it’s not so hard. As a studio practice, the autonomy, liberty, of painting is 
remarkably prudent. There was also a sense that the raw object I was reclaiming for its 
metaphoric potential didn’t induce a contemplative space as effectively as a picture of 
the thing – it just didn’t. The thinness of off-the-shelf objects needed a bit of remove to 
enter that space – the space of platonic form. The readymade is always central in the 
work – I just don’t see a strategy away from it. As I was painting the children, it occurred 
to me that the subjects were veering awfully close to the allegorical. Work really will 
arrive just outside one’s agency sometimes. I’ve no real allegiance to painting. It’s what 
I seek out in the museum experience, but if tomorrow this work demands a different 
medium/mode, digital projection, jazz dancing, I’ll surrender to the needs of the work. 
I’m often surprised that the work doesn’t look as abstract as I know it to be. Within the 
studio practice, there’s no real difference in representation and abstraction, the historic 
differentiations are all horseshit. All painting is abstract painting.

DE: I have always been drawn to ‘unfinished’ paintings. A striking one in Berlin is Adolph 
Menzel’s Speech of Frederick the Great to his generals before the battle of Leuthen 1757 
(1859–1861). There is a huge energy in his brushiness too. I suppose it is because of 
how they place the viewer in the shoes of the painter with palette in hand, in making 
decisions, in process, perhaps failing or giving up. I suppose it was the abstract artists 
again if mid-century modernism that really made raw canvas do half the work. The 
fragmentary leaves space or a field for the imaginary. What attracts you to this pictorial 
device?
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TH: I do find that Menzel painting quite arresting. In no short part because there is a 
pronounced vulnerability in its making, its end. There was a month, a day, a moment 
when the artist chose to abandon the work. A moment where the ember went out. And 
there left, is the naked ghost of Frederick the Fae, nothing left to say. Paintings that do 
that, show their skeleton, materiality, offer an invitation to their formation. A picture grows 
up. A picture can arrive in a single moment, but seeing is and isn’t instant.

DE: One of the unanticipated phenomena in contemporary art of the last decade is the 
incredible abundance of figurative painting circulating. I am not sure that discourse 
has caught up with this. Writing anything about the specificity of a painting requires an 
appreciation of aesthetic nuance, not just the ‘right’ subject. You joked to me as we were 
about to start this interview that you wanted to jump on this bandwagon now precisely 
because it is waning. Figurative painting of the last century was very much tied to social 
politics. On this point, is your use of working-class US cultural signifiers a programmatic 
decision on your part? Is it important who is represented?

TH: Listen, am I the only one that thinks Berlin shows an inordinate amount of mediocre 
scatter-floor-installations? It feels like, Oh here’s a politically-overdetermined, land-fill-
bound, faux-raw, faux-anti-aesthetic, faux-anti-commercial installation, where you walk 
on seashells to feel bad about the environment, or walk over dirty clothes to feel bad 
about refugees. Oh look, at the far end of the empty space there’s a video wall of 
nothing, happening slowly. Jesus H Y’all, a reliance on the false authority of minimalism, 
is numb-nuts dumb, but throw-away art – that truly sux. This country, this town, doesn’t 
need to produce another philosopher. Ya needs to produce a fuckin comedian.
 Nobody talked more shit about recent figurative painting than me, but of course 
I hadn’t really made a figurative painting much less shown any. Turns out they are an 
interesting challenge. It bemuses me to show such figurative, pictorial, work. It amuses 
me to show paintings in Berlin, at all. Really there is no telling what the work wants 
to end up being. In a perverse, perhaps defeatist way, I rather love showing work in 
a genre so quickly going out of fashion (if it ever were, in Berlin.) New York, at least, 
has paraded out, in the last five, ten, years some rather provincial dogoodery. The rub 
is, it ain’t done that much good. I assure you all the gatekeepers look the same. So, 
it begs the question who’s the real beneficiary? Doesn’t seem to be the artist. They 
are being used as disposably as fashion models. My position begins to feel like this: 
representation matters that much less every time ya hear the phrase (said in bratty 
Millennial voice) “Representation Matters!” (I might apply this to any theoretical social 
democracy, but for our purpose let’s say just within the context of a progressive lefty 
Art World). The thin brittle surface layer of politics is so fucking homogenous that I’m 
forced to listen to much deeper layers beneath what is being said. I’m now listening for 
those deeper layers of intention, tone, tenor, desire, repression, convention, volition! 
(I’m gonna throw fate & destiny in there just to take it right to the edge of one’s agency.) 
The drive to homogeny within a contemporary discourse cannot be trusted – it’s as 
fruitless as old-world etiquette. If it isn’t being driven by Love is it just masking so much 
civic inequity? Hold on, was “Figurative painting of the last century so very much tied to 
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social politics?” Hun, I’m not sure that’s true. Sure, 70’s Black Arts Movement, Socialist 
Realism, but beyond that the early & mid-century examples feel rather apolitical, no? The 
Brits always seem to think a painting is missing something if it doesn’t have a figure, but 
what were the social politics of Bacon, Freud, Auerbach? Hedonistic shenanigans? They 
got my vote.

DE: I’m feeling wary about the hubris entailed in the notion of the ‘contemporary’. It 
seems to me most of the things that matter to us in life and art have long tangled roots, 
and that’s the reason for my evocation of art history in these questions, exculpation, 
and both deconstruction and synthesis seem to me to be crucial. Are the paintings of 
objects such as the mirror, or the stacked objects about the construction of a subject?

TH: Right. I’m proposing that the nature of any given object/image is illusory. One, of the 
one-hundred-and-one, mechanisms of metaphor is the object gets to remain the object 
while the subject gets slippery as fuck. There’s the Duchampian gag at an elementary 
level (i.e. The Eggo frozen waffle brand Leggo My Eggo™ becomes the bodhisattva’s 
instruction to let go of my ego) Then at an increasingly more complex stratum there is 
my rather elusive list of concepts that need better metaphors. Um, well I do have more 
to say about metaphor, but perhaps it’s best I don’t say too much. Metaphor looses its 
punch without succinctness.

DE: The show’s title ‘RAZOR BLADE CANDY’ refers to an urban myth that resonates 
with perverse malice, and plays to a genre of American noir that is ubiquitous in mass 
culture and also to be found in Pop and post-Pop art – for example in the work of Andy 
Warhol and Cady Noland. What attracts you to this malevolence? And to what end? Why 
do you feel comfortable with dark Pop? What is your attraction to the gothic underbelly 
of the American dream?

TH: No, no it’s not that dark-sided. Actually, it’s all rather wholesome. I do hope the humor 
of the title isn’t lost. It’s a strawman argument. There is no predator, never was. What is 
the oppressor, the ruffian, the state, the despot, to the tyranny of one’s own mind? There 
is a half-atrophied fear-fed primate brain that entertains itself with a falsified sense of 
threat to its survival. A great waste of civic imagination. America is a fucked project. The 
game’s been so rigged nobody in the know can imagine a state solution to any civic ill, 
but there are still enough pockets of anarchist refuge to exercise community care at a 
much smaller level. These are, by their nature, separatist communities, self-defined. But, 
an American dystopia isn’t a primary subject of my work. I’m really after something akin 
to hallucinating via the visual, sensational noise to glimpse the mechanism unfolding. I 
use to like to say “Cady Noland is God”. You never hear from her and she’s rumored to 
still use a fax machine.”
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DE: Halloween only got really popular in the US in the late 19th century with the influx 
of immigrants. Conservative Christian religious voices had reservations about it, even if 
it rhymed with the All Saints’ day. Halloween possibly has older pagan roots. Is that what 
attracted you to the topic? Or do you like nights when a state of exception takes hold, 
or Halloween as a kind of cultural liminal space? Does your interest relate to the work of 
one of your teachers, the performance artist Linda Montano?

TH: I owe Linda much. She was an early mentor and remains a part of my life. She’s 
really OG in that she dematerialized her art practice, constructing life, actions, from 
spiritual discipline(s). I myself have divorced my work from the conceptual model, but we 
share in common a theme of death, or better said, a consciousness of mortality. If one, 
fortuitously, grazes the edge of enlightenment, experiences that expansive atomizing 
connection to the buzz, the oomph of dynamic phenomena, observing attachments 
flitting away like untied ribbons, you’ll find that death is very nearby. In those moments 
where you’re most alive, inhabiting this crack in time, death is very nearby indeed. So 
we practice, practice dying daily, to die a happy death. Because to wake thinking you’re 
not going to die, well that’s madness. ‘Tis a bit of a tricky balance as a focus on Thanos 
can become a preoccupation and erode into one’s access to Eros, but if ya can keep it 
on the level, observing phenomena as it is (not as you fancy it ought to be, but as it is) a 
full-flavored life is free. Freely available.
 Yeah, Halloween becomes a state of exception, which is almost the proof of 
the limits of a civilized state. I’ve a real interest in the ancient rituals that somehow 
bleed through to contemporary life in whatever mutation. It’s conspicuous that the winter 
holidays have been the most likely to survive. The ancients would have thrown a rave 
every six weeks. As I’m so ol timey, I keep some faith that there is a wisdom in the rites, 
if only to experience collective human connection. Updating the operating system of 
wisdom traditions is complex code, (the Judeo-Christian model being especially buggy) 
but I trust any one of ‘em could get ya tuned-in.

DE: If we are considering dark pasts or presents, in Germany, I think Gerhard Richter’s 
blurred family photo paintings remain a touchstone. In a couple of decades of getting to 
know this context I would venture to say that I haven’t met a single conscious artist here 
who hasn’t on some level addressed the collective trauma of WWII and at least since 
1968 how this affected or implicated their own families. Is generational or personal 
trauma a topic for you? (I also thought about Marlene Dumas’ haunted faces.) Why are 
you interested in evocations of death and the memento mori genre? The vanitas genre 
was popular amongst the wealthy merchants of the Dutch Golden Age – a religious 
virtue signaling. What are you responding to and why? Is art group therapy?

TH: The initial show idea was ghosts as ghosts, Halloween ghost decorations for this 
haunted town. It’s curious where the work wants to go. Memento mori, vanitas, it’s an 
intonation in which art, pictures especially, can really resoundly sing. Art fails at plenty. 
It doesn’t feed the poor. Art isn’t debated in the halls of justice. Art can’t get you as high 
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as drugs. It’s not even that good at narrative, honestly. What it can do relatively well, 
and relatively concisely, is be a gentle reminder that stuff is just stuff. I’ve never met 
a Baroque era Dutch still life I didn’t like. I even like the bad ones with fugitive yellow 
pigment that leaves the leaves anemic blue, and the lemon drained to a handful of 
crystal. Within a single generation, this genre of painting went from a highly pious can’t-
take-it-with-you treatise on materialism to a vain exercise in virtuosity and a consumptive 
wanton display affluence. Let it be a lesson. The most high-minded politics in art can 
spoil, in context, to just so much performative moral outrage.
 If I were the grandchild of a Nazi sympathizer, if those were my Leichen im Keller, 
I too, undoubtedly, would be gruff, would feel a defensive need to take a staunch political 
position on any given issue, view expressions of joy, beauty, hope with rightful suspicion, 
default to a complaint culture to numb a sense of kinship. But, what if – and let’s say 
all the ugly monuments work and remembrance is not in question – what if, the great-
grandchildren, the great-great-grandchildren of Nazi sympathizers are suddenly, all of 
a sudden, just unburdened by their ancestral karma (I’m using the phrase in the most 
secular way possible.) What would it mean for Art? This town? This Country? Trauma is 
defined by its clear lack of a cohesive narrative. Trauma, by its nature, is lodged in the 
body – perhaps the body politic. This could serve as the diagnostic, if you’ve worked 
out a sob story with aggressor, victim, and moral – well, that ain’t trauma, that’s a 
drama. Trauma has little to no access to the verbal. It haunts the muscles, the eyes, the 
bones, the touch of that grandparent. It is the mandate of artists (dancers and the like) 
to observe sensation(s) as it is. Choiceless observation. If one can observe sensation 
without reacting with aversion (or craving) then you can be free. In that moment, genuine 
liberation, freedom. So what’s the attachment? 

DE: Once in an interview you said you are suspect about discussing your own biography? 
Is that still true and if so, why? What makes you hesitant or resistant? Art history in 
the West began after all with ‘Lives of the Artists’ and surely understanding an artist’s 
background and motivations is a valid enquiry? And it is interesting to me the critical 
subjective space opened up by autotheory or auto-fiction. So I want to ask you about 
growing up in ‘quiet isolated in a working-class evangelical home in rural Texas on 
a ranch called High Lonesome’ and also about why you now live in Tennessee? I’m 
also very curious about your engagement with the legendary Radical Faerie commune. 
Beyond that, I think if your works are notable for how they do not fulfill easy-going or 
affirmative modes of queer experience. Not that I think that every queer artist should 
make recognizably queer art, in the same way a female artist does not need to make 
feminist art, or a politically minded artist conform to consensus ideas of sanctioned 
topics and modes. Is artistic autonomy important to you?

TH: Oh I don’t really mind talking about were I’m from, I just don’t know if biographical 
things that are not of our agency should be so indulged. There are so few of us from 
working-class backgrounds in the Art World I could name ‘em, but even those I could 
name do, occasionally, make too much of it. My upbringing was rougher than most, 
much easier than plenty of others. I was born and bred on the Texas/Mexico border, La 
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Frontera. Borders themselves are rather ridiculous things. They might be understood to 
be a geopolitical unconscious, prone to superstition and the irrational. It was a long way 
from anywhere. Even in terms of the American Southwest it was hard to get to. I left to 
live my adult life in Los Angeles, Mexico City, and New York. Now I’m again in the middle 
of nowhere, deep in the backwoods of Tennessee in the American South. I’m just as 
hard to get to. I left Brooklyn, more than a decade ago now, to be a part of a Radical 
Faerie commune in rural TN, a deeply conservative locale for a queer community. What 
began in the late 70’s/early 80’s as an off-the-grid dirt-under-nails mostly queer men’s 
space is now, I’d say, primarily a Trans sanctuary with former commune members living 
on farms nearby. Nobody but nobody would describe my life as having been lucky, but 
I do feel an easy gratitude when I hear some city kid describe their strong opinion of 
one neighborhood or another, talk of a new brunch place. What meaningless bullshit. I 
get to walk in the woods. Most days I think I live the good life. Not everyday, mind you, 
but most.
 Let me pose a question to you. Why is the queer conversation, within the Berlin 
art world, treated with such blasé contempt? Is it just wholly understood to be antique 
redundancy – listen, I too, have been that Kween dismissive of trite explicit gay narrative. 
The Berlin Queer Sneer, we’ll call it, seems strangely convinced, the convo is so 
primeval as to be inartistic. What’s your take? Do you think it’s some distortion of a zero-
hour mentality? Perhaps I’m not really in disagreement with this local attitude, but the 
work in this show, more than any previous, takes up, squarely, an evocation of gender, 
within a space of the developmental. My hope is that the subject is not unsympathetic. 
Curious what is base in one town is a provocation in another [shrugs shoulders]. I mean 
what could be more bourgeois than a pale-faced European Kween without a shred of 
solidarity. I’ll say that I too have become fatigued from the rote nature of Identity Politics’ 
language. For the twenty-odd years I’ve been in the conversation of the other there’s 
been a certain schizophrenia. One can be privileged to the point of fetishization in one 
space and then just across the border the target of systemic assault (and with the lived 
experience of abuse so inconsistent with the authorized narrative of oppression.) For 
those of us that have glimpsed the other side – there is no self, there is no authentic 
self to be found. I don’t want to be misunderstood. The concerns of Identity Politics 
are suspended in a contradiction, both essential political activity and not an end unto 
themselves, developmental. There is no you that is liberated. The you ain’t what gets 
enlighted. 

DE: If you could identify a misunderstanding about your work or an omission in its 
critical reception to date, what would it be?

TH: All the work is abstract. Real abstract.
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